
July 29, 2021

Janet Barlow, Executive Director
Hike Nova Scotia
PO Box 31076 Gladstone
Halifax, NS  B3K 5T9

Dear Ms. Barlow,

Please find below the NDP response to your questionnaire. For further details on
many of these commitments as well as other areas of our plan, please read our
Vision Document, Something Better for Nova Scotia, available at
https://www.nsndp.ca/something-better-nova-scotia.

Questions

1. How committed are you to the goals of the Shared Strategy for Trails in Nova
Scotia?

● Ensuring provincial government contributions to trails are efficient and
effective

● Diversifying, enlarging and stabilizing the financial base for trails
● Securing access to strategic lands and waterways for trails
● Promoting our trails

An NDP government would work closely with all stakeholders to ensure that the
goals of the Shared Strategy for Trails are fulfilled and potentially expanded.

The NDP recognizes that trails, parks, and protected areas are vitally important
to Nova Scotia for a number of different reasons. The unparalleled beauty of our
natural areas draw visitors from across the world to our province, particularly in
rural areas, while also providing critical habitats for countless wild species. They

https://www.nsndp.ca/something-better-nova-scotia


can provide sustainable employment and are also an essential part of the fight
against climate change, with plants filtering carbon dioxide from the air and
trails providing active transit opportunities that prevent new emissions.

2. Do you support increased funding for volunteer, community-based trail groups
to maintain and build trails?

Yes. The NDP is committed to funding and supporting programs that make
personal active transportation infrastructure available and accessible. Trails, and
the community groups that maintain and build them, are an essential part of
these plans.

Additionally, the NDP is committed to completing the Blue Route active transit
network by 2030. Community groups across the province will be essential
partners in this process.

3. Do you have a plan to better fund trails and related infrastructure in provincial
parks and protected areas?

It is unacceptable that less than 0.1 percent of the budget of the Department of
Transportation and Active Transit actually goes toward active transportation. In
addition to our previously stated commitments to work with groups that build
and maintain trails, an NDP government would extend funding to other
programs that provide related infrastructure. These could include municipal bike
share programs, programs that connect low-income people with bicycles, road
safety support, and other active transportation equipment.

The NDP would protect all remaining areas identified in the Our Parks and
Protected Areas strategy, and be an active participant in maintaining and
building trails in all of Nova Scotia’s parks and protected areas. An NDP
government would partner with communities to find new opportunities to build
trails and related infrastructure.

4. Canada is a signatory to the International Convention on Biological Diversity
which commits to 30 percent land protection nation-wide by 2030. Nova Scotia
has only reached 13 percent protection. Do you have a plan for NS to reach this
goal?



The Liberal government promised in 2013 to protect 13 percent of Nova Scotia’s
land area. It took eight years for even this low target to become a reality. An
NDP government would work with communities to chart a path to reach 25
percent by 2025 and 30 percent by 2030.

These ambitious targets will require the government to work collaboratively with
partners and stakeholders. The first step is to immediately protect all remaining
areas of the original 2013 Parks and Protected Areas Plan, including Owls Head
Provincial Park. Next, an NDP government would begin public consultations to
identify new protected areas to add to the list. We would also pass the Owls
Head Act, which would prevent the government from delisting an area pending
official protection without first undergoing a public consultation process.

While this process is ongoing, the government must take interim steps to ensure
that lands not currently pending protection are also preserved. The NDP would
impose a moratorium on all clear-cutting on Crown lands until the Forest
Management Guides are complete and Crown lands are divided in the triad
model as outlined in the Lahey Report.

Mi’kmaw communities are a particularly important partner in this work. The
Mi’kmaq have been custodians of the land in Nova Scotia for thousands of
years, and recent moves like the creation of the Sespite'tmnej Kmitkinu
Conservancy highlight the important role they continue to play. The NDP would
work closely with these groups to develop more indigenous-led protected areas.

5. What is your commitment to fully implement the Lahey Report on forestry?

The NDP is committed to fully implementing the Lahey Report without delay. If
elected, we would act immediately on all its outstanding recommendations. An
NDP government would also implement a moratorium on clear-cutting on
Crown lands until the Forest Management Guides are in place and Crown lands
are divided in the triad model as outlined in the Lahey Report.

6. Will you re-designate Owls Head as a provincial park reserve?

Yes. An NDP government would protect all remaining areas of the original 2013
Parks and Protected Areas Plan, including Owls Head Provincial Park. We are



also committed to consulting with the public and Mi’kmaw communities to
identify and establish new protected areas.


